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If the planet were a bank,
we would already have saved it.
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The World Was Made For Love
Poems and Pictures
This unique book encourages young people to ask the Big Questions about
the troubled world which they now inherit. The poems and the pictures encourage
young people to think about the Big Picture, a very positive picture, full of hope.
Young people, reach with your minds around the entire planet, from the melting
of the Arctic ice cap to the burning of the forests. Reach with your minds to the end
of the 21st century, so that you can make it your century.
You have a choice. Either you can sit back and hope that someone else fixes
all the problems. Or, you can join forces with your young generation around the
world, discussing global problems and working together to develop global solutions.
You can join forces with clean energy companies which are already harnessing
the sun and the wind, and the currents in the sea. You can join forces with a growing
number of clean energy entrepreneurs, who are creating innovative products for a
healthier world.
Yes, together, you can design and build the Renaissance of the 21st Century.
John Slade was a student in California during the 1960s, when a multitude of
students rose up and roared against the criminal war in Vietnam. His career as a
teacher has taken him from classrooms in California, Illinois and New York, to
classrooms on the island of St. Croix in the Caribbean, to classrooms above the Arctic
Circle in northern Norway, and even to universities in Saint Petersburg, Arkhangelsk
and Murmansk, Russia. He believes deeply in the talents, the determination, and the
dreams of young people around the world.
You are the First Global Generation in Human History. May the poems
and the pictures in this book be a springboard for great classroom discussions.
And may they help you to find a purpose that will guide you, as you become
architects of a healthy world, and architects of peace.
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I

We Have a Choice

10

School Strike for Climate

11

Beautiful Child
Beautiful child, I’m sorry that we had to take your world away from you.
We had to drive to work, you see,
So that we could earn the money to feed you and clothe you,
And buy that red bicycle which you loved so much.
We were always in a hurry, you see,
Dashing through the weeks and the months and the years
While you grew into a person who watched us from a growing distance
With fear in your eyes.
Because, perhaps dim and distant in your mind, behind other cluttered thoughts,
You knew the world was warming,
Your knew the ice was melting,
You knew the fires were burning,
And you knew that this was the world you were going to inherit,
While we, dashing, did so little to stop our adult insanity.
And so you were terrified.
My beautiful child, you were right.
And I was very, very wrong.
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The Deepest Loneliness
I cannot look at the sun, too powerful for my eyes,
But I can gaze at the glitter of sunshine on the wind-rippled water of a lake.
I can never know the “Why?” of my existence
On this tiny sanctuary of life orbiting around a star,
But I can feel the sun warm on my cheeks.
I can’t even say a proper “Thank you” on a fresh summer morning
To the white lacy flowers along the trail that perfume the air I breathe.
I feel so remote,
In this world of wars and poverty and politics and pollution,
And more refugees now than the entire population of France,
Yes, so remote in the battering clamor of electronic noise
In which we so willingly immerse ourselves,
So remote . . . from the origin of my heartbeat.
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The Apple Tree
Let me believe as does the apple tree,
So old in winter,
So young in spring,
Because the apple tree never doubts the Earth.
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To Lave: To Wash Clean
Water laves its way through the world,
Touching all life:
It courses up the vascular pipeline to the top of the tallest sequoia.
Water laces through the leaves of the rustling maple.
It drifts as perfumed mist from a freshly opened apple blossom.
Water oozes as a protoplasmic soup,
Cleansing and feeding and helping to propel the peripatetic amoeba.
And water races as a red river through a tiny tubular canal,
Cleansing and feeding and helping to propel the peripatetic thoughts
Wandering among the cells of your brain.
From capillary to continental river,
From thunderstorm to heartbeat,
Water laves its way through the world.
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Go in Peace
Go in peace, along the forest trail that takes you deep into nature’s beauty.
Go in safety, so that you can explore this magical world.
Go in freedom, so that you can grow beyond the old boundaries.
Sing your quiet song, with a glow of sunshine in your hair.
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Star Dust
The slums of the world are one slum.
From the same dust of the same exploded star,
We spun, and slowly gathered into a small ball
Orbiting around a larger hot one.
The dust beneath our feet
Is the same as the feet themselves.
This bread we break or do not break with one another:
Star dust.
This wine in fellowship or sanctity or loneliness partaken,
Once reached in expanding waves of radiant dust across
The universe,
The heavens,
The dark.
Who are we not to share?
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Take Me Back
Take me back to another time,
When life was ripe upon the Earth.
I want to see the full abundance.
I want to hear the whooshing wings of a thousand geese.
I want to hear the thundering hooves of ten thousand buffalos.
I want to smell the fertile water of the sea,
Washing like laughter over a sheltering reef.
Take me back to another time,
When life fashioned itself into a million versions of perfection.
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Whose World Is It?
When a little girl is born
With a developing brain already so complex
That it coordinates two eyes which stare intently at the face
Of the mother,
And then that brain directs the mouth to suck at a nipple,
Whose world is it?
When a little boy is born
With a heart that has already been beating for months,
And hopefully will continue to beat for three-quarters of a century,
Whose world is it?
Those tiny feet, that later learn to walk,
Shall follow an ancient trail,
And shall seek to explore.
Whose world is it?
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You’re Losing The Holocene
The subject of your first research essay is, “What is the Holocene?”
Examine at least five sources, online and in print, so that you understand
The uniqueness of this period of Earth’s history.
Be sure to document your sources with footnotes and a bibliography.
*****
The subject of your second research essay is, “Human development during the Holocene.”
Suddenly, after eons of hunting and gathering, agriculture was born.
Troughs of water leading from a river to a plot of flat land enabled people to grow food.
Steady food on the table gave rise to a marketplace where an abundance of food
Was sold to neighbors, and travelers passing through on a trade route from east to west.
Steady food on the table gave rise to architecture, so that merchants had a place to live.
Steady food on the table gave rise to mathematics, as merchants who spoke one language
And travelers who spoke other languages used the common language of numbers.
Mathematics grew, until it encompassed the stars.
Steady food on the table gave rise to a code of law, which was written on parchment,
So that neighbor might live beside neighbor, and business could flourish.
Writing grew, until it encompassed the measured beauty of poetry.
Including love poetry, which endures to this day.
Be sure to document your sources with footnotes and a bibliography.
*****
The subject of your third essay is, “How far have we come on this journey of twelve
thousand years?”
The subject of your fourth essay is, “How much are we about to lose?”
The subject of your fifth essay is, “Why?”
Be sure to document your sources with footnotes and a bibliography.
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Precious life on a perfect planet.
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Funeral Veil
Were Earth an increment closer to the sun,
No snow would there be, nor me.
Were Earth an increment further from the Golden One,
No rain would there be, nor me.
Wherefore then, in perfect and perpetual equilibrium,
Do we earthlings yearly conceal ourselves behind
A shroud ever darker,
Blocking with all manner of airborne muck
The gentle rays that would bless us, bless us, bless us unto eternity?
Shall we not allow the sun himself to bestow his spark
Unto our multitude of clamoring machines,
Before the Earth herself is forced to wear the veil
Of a mother mourning for her children?
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A Mother’s Gift
You drive the long and crowded road at dusk
That you drove today the other way at dawn.
The girl of hopes and dreams is now a husk,
The songs of love have dwindled to a yawn.
You have a sacred choice, good friend of mine,
Regarding those to whom you will bequeath
The air you breathe, and other gifts divine.
Four score and ten, a prayer, then underneath
The earth you’ll be. Your legacy is what?
You give the kids the assets that remain.
Or turn the wheel and leave this asphalt rut,
And chart your course by nature’s future gain.
Bless the children born for a century or more,
By nurturing the Earth; her health we must restore.
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Grandpa, Why Didn't You Do Something?
I held the hand-written letter in my shaking hands, reading it a second time.
I could hear my granddaughter's angry voice as if she were standing in my office,
lashing me with her words.
“But you knew that the Arctic ice cap was melting. You knew about the
droughts in California, and Colorado, and Spain. You knew about the typhoon that
killed so many people in the Philippines. And yet you kept driving the same stupid
car?”
I . . . Yes, I kept driving the same stupid car to the same stupid Walmart.
And I kept watching the same stupid TV football, and Louise kept watching her
same stupid 'Dancing with the Stars'. We were The Generation That Wouldn't
Budge.
“Didn't you know that your daughter might want to have children?”
Oh. I couldn't think any further than the day we finally got our daughter
married. The career girl waited until the very last moment to have her one child.
When I held that little girl—you—in my arms, I certainly was not thinking about
ocean acidification and methane.
“And what about me? Maybe I would like to have a child or two, in a world
without starvation, wars and malaria. Maybe I am old-fashioned enough to think
that a child ought to have a childhood.”
Yes, it seems amazing to me now that when I was a child, we could swim in
a lake, and drink from the old farm pump, and ride a bike outside all day.
“Your grandparents went through the Depression, so they knew what it was
when times were tough. Your parents went through World War II, so they knew
what it was when times were tough. But you Boomers, you grew up with all the
goodies. You and television grew up together. But of course you had a car when
you were a teenager. No need to plan a future for anybody but you.”
Yes, we made a lot of noise at Woodstock, promising to build a better world.
Love! Peace! Brotherhood! And then we . . . invested in Exxon and Northrop
Grumman.
“One day, if ever, ever, ever I become a grandmother, I hope that I will
know that I did everything I possibly could to reverse the planetary catastrophes
that we inherited from you.”
Planetary catastrophes. Which will perhaps last for centuries.
“Outrage! Outrage! Outrage!”
I should have died fifty years ago.
“Your granddaughter, whom you have cursed, Susan.”
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Twenty Years
You see, we don’t have time for the Oil Boys
To finally decide they’ve made their last petrodollar.
We don’t have time for the Boys at the weapons bazaar
To run out of targets.
We’ve got twenty years, twenty Christmases, at the most.
And then . . . it will not be a tipping point,
But an avalanche into the bowels of Hell.
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When We Stop Reading Books
When we stop reading books,
We stop seeing the world from the eyes of other people.
We shrink,
Preferring to see ourselves as big guys on a football field,
Or super heroes in a movie.
The more we shrink, the more we deny
That the monster is stalking toward us.
On Super Bowl Sunday, no one notices . . .
The dominoes toppling in the dark of the Arctic night.
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I Walk on the Fragile Earth
I walk on the fragile Earth,
Which the sun has not yet abandoned.
I walk on the fertile Earth,
Which only a Creator could have imagined.
The vast molecular order of life
Is threatened by the chaos of our greed.
We will overheat perfection,
And die with the rats.
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We the People
The Founding Fathers had each other;
Abraham Lincoln stood at the helm alone.
Now comes a time when We the People,
In harmony with Mother Nature,
Must reckon with the future together.
Together.
Or not at all.
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In the Beginning, and in the End
Imagine that you love someone,
And that you offer that person poems from deep in your heart,
Songs written in the first pale glow of dawn,
Even prayers, thanking the Creator for this person whom you love.
But the person shrugs and walks away.
Your poems become scraps of paper blowing down a dirty street.
Your songs vanish in the noise that fills the day.
Your prayers are for a person who shrugs at the Creator as well.
Still, you have an enormous love in your heart.
Still, you awaken in the minutes before the first pale glow of dawn.
Still, you ask the Creator, “Why this deadness in your world?”
Imagine that you love someone in a hot, parched, devastated land,
Someone who becomes ashes blowing on the winds of unrelenting storms.
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Climate Emergency: A Cautionary Tale
The Prince looked down at Sleeping Beauty, blissfully sleeping on her gilded
bed. He leaned over her lovely face and kissed her lips, bringing to a stop her peaceful
breathing.
Her eyes fluttered opened. Lifting her head from the pillow, she glared at the
Prince. “What did you do that for?” she asked harshly. “I want to sleep!!!”
She dropped her head back on the pillow. With her mouth gaping open, she snored
like an old drunk.
The Prince stood up with surprise. And revulsion. And anger.
Everyone in the village was sleeping. Everyone in the castle was sleeping.
And now Sleeping Beauty would not wake up.
What sort of people were they?
The Prince looked out a small tower window at the fields and the forest of
the kingdom. In the distance, he could see the rooftops of another village.
Maybe there, he thought, they were awake enough to hear his warning
About a dragon prowling the land,
A dragon that was laying eggs in corn fields and grassy meadows,
In the forest, in an orchard, and even in the pond.
The Prince turned away from Sleeping Beauty and began the long walk down
the circular staircase to the bottom of the tower.
On the way down, he wondered what Sleeping Beauty was going to think
when she discovered, one day, a dozen dragons roaring in her garden.
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Once There Was An Egg
Once there was an egg. It could not fly.
Then there was a fledgling. It could not fly. It could eat food from its mother and father.
Then there was an adolescent. It could not fly. But it was starting to grow real feathers.
Then there were a few hops. Some awkward flapping. An instinctive urge to . . .
And then the beating wings caught the air beneath them
And lifted up this ever-changing creature,
So that finally, finally, it became what it truly could be.
*****
Where are we now, O Peoples of the Earth?
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Brown forage grass during a drought.
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Record-Breaking Summer Heat
When I must breathe the heat of such a day,
And feel a listless pall in all I do,
Because our fevered Earth did we betray
By denying the dying, though all our crimes we knew,
And aye, when I look back at squandered years
When we together could have turned the tide,
Then shall I grieve too late with anguished tears
For all the life that by my hand has died.
So many birds I killed each time I flew,
And fish I killed each time I burned the oil,
Yet undeterred, each day I killed anew,
And counted up the dollars for my toil.
Each time I breathe another sweltering breath,
I know how justly I deserve my death.
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The boys are smart,
but the girls are smarter.
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Genuine Hope
Hope? You ask me if I have hope?
You mean when I’m not terrified.
You mean when I’m not outraged.
You mean when I’m not struggling with the loneliness of having to live on
this planet with you brain-dead brats?
You ask me, wanting some easy reassurance, if I have hope.
Never mind the Paris Agreement of 2015. Carbon dioxide emissions are still
increasing year after year.
Glaciers and the Arctic ice cap are still melting at an increasing rate.
From Alaska to Canada to Scandinavia to huge areas in Siberia, wildfires are
raging in the Arctic. Smoke plumes are so vast that satellites can photograph them
from space.
Heat waves in Europe are buckling railroad tracks.
Livestock and poultry factories have become industrial death camps.
And yet we still jam the highways.
We still book a holiday flight from bustling airports.
We still want fresh strawberries flown in daily from distant corners of the
planet.
We still want our steaks medium-rare and our bacon crispy, our tuna thick and
juicy, and our barbecued chicken lip-smackin’ hot.
We still plan to drill for oil in the Arctic, now that the ice is conveniently
melting. And we still plan to mine for gold in the Amazon, never mind a bit of
mercury in the streams.
And we are still, we are still . . . killing whales.
You ask me if I have hope.
The war in Syria began in the spring of 2011, and we are still dropping barrel
bombs—primitive, barbaric barrel bombs—on families sleeping in their homes. On
children in their schools. On pregnant women in hospital maternity wards.
While the rest of us are busy at the shopping mall buying new patio furniture.
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How many billion dollars, how many billion rubles, will we spend on a nuclear
weapons upgrade, while millions of bored and angry children grow up in refugee
camps without schools?
You ask me if I have hope.
May I ask you a few questions?
Are you ready to accept full responsibility for your daily crimes against
humanity?
Are you ready to accept full responsibility for your daily crimes against Mother
Earth?
No, no, no, I don’t want to hear your shabby excuses. If you pay your taxes,
you bought the tailfin on that bomb.
Are you ready to agree that the days are over when cowboy boots can strut in
Iran and Guatemala and Indonesia and Laos and the Congo and Viet Nam? No more
cowboy boots in the oil patch in Iraq.
And how shall we end those glorious days of firepower and body counts?
Big question: Are you ready to let the women run the world for twenty-five
years—as President, as Prime Minister, as Senator and Congresswoman, as members
of the cabinet, as mayors of the cities, as CEOs and Chairwomen of the Board, as
newspaper editors and college presidents, as police commissioner and prison
commissioner, and as the undisputed Director of Immigration and Refugee Affairs—
so that we can finally have intelligent and compassionate people running the country?
Let women run the world for twenty-five years—one generation—and our
thinking, our awareness, our wisdom, and our vision will advance more than during
the past twenty-five centuries.
No, no, no, I don’t want to hear your shabby rebuttals. What are you so afraid
of? Peace? Schools? Medical clinics? Solar power? Floating wind farms? Clean
air, clean water? Healthy children? Healthy oceans? Rain in the summer and snow
in the winter? Flourishing coral reefs? Healthy farms and healthy forests?
Trumpeting elephants and spouting whales? And a sturdy sheet of ice capping the top
of planet Earth?
Are you really so afraid of your sisters and your wives?
In return for your indulgence, we will designate a certain patch of property—
about half the size of a football field—where you men can strut around and punch
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each other in the noses.
You ask me if I have hope.
Yes, she has a law degree in human rights. And she has a voice in court like the
crack of a whip.
She has a medical degree in community health. And she would like to offer
you a glass of brown water coming fresh out of the kitchen tap.
She has a doctoral degree in innovative education, and she runs a school where
during half the day, students do their own research.
She has a doctoral degree in peace-building, and she leads an international
program in which her bricks and mortar . . . are non-violence and justice.
She has a doctoral degree in economics, and she has replaced Wall Street with
Main Street. She and her team have written biz school textbooks that begin—that
begin—not with supply and demand, but with a chapter about healthy oceans, healthy
atmospheres, healthy rivers, healthy farms, and respect among the creatures of the
Earth.
She has a degree in marine biology, and she also has the ability to write crystalclear prose. She writes about the Arctic, from the ice cap to the tundra, so that you
can understand the flow of the seasons, the flow of the ocean currents, the flow of cod
migrations to spawning grounds and reindeer migrations to calving grounds. And so
that you can understand how heat—unnatural, man-made, steadily increasing heat—is
disrupting every flow in the Arctic.
She with a degree in economics is working with her colleague who has a degree
in law . . . on a Bill of Rights for the orangutans and the forest they live in, for the
dolphins and the sea they swim in, and for the warblers and the sky they fly in.
You ask me if I have hope.
Dude, the way you’re running the world today . . . is without a doubt the final
suicidal madness.
Step aside, please. Let the women provide the guidance, and let the kids
provide the energy, and we will give to ourselves an extraordinary gift: genuine hope.
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A Single Choice
It comes, finally, to a single choice:
Do we believe in our children,
Or do we believe in oil?
Do we bequeath to our young people
The greatest opportunity in all of human history,
Or do we poison the 21st century?
A single choice,
A global choice.
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II

War, and the Children of War
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She Would Like to Speak with You
What is it like to be a refugee?
Start with someone who is a librarian, a nurse, a teacher, a journalist,
Someone who is also a mother, a wife, her mother’s daughter,
Someone who has brought life into the world, one, two, three times,
Someone who never raised her hand against anyone,
Certainly never with a knife, never with a gun. Never with a bomb.
Fire artillery shells at her apartment building,
Shoot her brother with a sniper’s bullet,
Turn her daughter’s school into a prison where her uncle was tortured in the gym.
Take away her home, her job, her beloved cat, her family pictures, as you
Toss her into the back of a neighbor’s pick-up truck in the middle of the night,
So that she can ride in the dust with her husband and children toward a border
Which she knows already is closed.
Let her watch the last of her family’s money flow into the hands of smugglers.
Let her share the last of her family’s food with strangers who have none.
Let her wonder why the nations who have so much money for the endless war
Are strangely absent while she sleeps on concrete, in mud, beside railroad tracks,
In the rain.
Let her know the parched heat of a desert,
Let her know the cold wet wind, the choppy black waves,
The wail of her terrified child,
As she crosses the sea at night from an endless hell to hopefully some lesser hell.
Let a stranger in a wetsuit carry her child to the rocky shore.
Let her lose her woolen scarf as she takes from another stranger’s hands
A dry sweater, a dry coat.
Let her be taken with her family by bus to a nice safe camp where they can
Eat and sleep and meet briefly with a doctor,
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Before another bus takes them across the island
To a “detention center” which is a prison
Without enough beds,
So they sleep on the concrete, inside a fence, under the same stars
That once shone over her home . . . her home.
What is it like to be a refugee?
She would like to speak with you, so that she could say,
“Once I too was a person.”
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Phony lifejackets from refugees
who reached Lesvos Island, Greece.
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A Question For You
The mothers and the fathers and the children
Who lie on the bottom of the Mediterranean Sea,
Because they tried to cross in a crowded boat to the safety of Europe . . .
Yes, they have a question for you.
The fathers and the mothers and the children
Who lived trapped in the madness of a war that never ended,
Until a smart bomb landed on their apartment building, on their hospital,
On their school . . .
Yes, they have a question for you.
The children and the mothers and the fathers
Who did not survive the monster hurricane
That swept away their homes with record-breaking rain
And record-breaking tidal surge and record-breaking winds . . .
Yes, they have a question for you.
They would like to ask you, on this Christmas Eve,
“Why?”
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Climate March, New York City
September 21, 2014
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All the Dogs and Cats
What happened to all the dogs and cats
Left behind in a war zone
When the family finally had to flee?
The family tried to decide: Should the dogs and cats be left in the apartment
With enough food and water for a few days?
How long until the apartment is bombed into rubble?
Or should the dogs and cats be left outside in the street
Where at least they could drink from the river?
Maybe someone in a village, or on a farm
Would take care of them?
Until the next wave of soldiers crashes through.
What happened to all the dogs and cats—
Some still wiggling puppies, some snuggling kittens,
Some old and taking medicine every day,
All of them “a part of the family”—
When the family, those still alive, must flee
With heavy bags in the middle of the night?
The cat was terrified by screaming artillery shells,
The dog was trembling at the thunder of approaching bombs.
You stood in the doorway and stared into your best friend’s eyes
One last time,
Then you closed the door and carried your bags and your child
Down the dark stairs,
With guilt like the stab of a knife in your heart,
The stab of a knife that you will feel
In Turkey, in Greece, in a blur of countries,
And finally in Norway,
For the rest of your life.
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The True Cost of War
Yes, we saved a child who stared with a dull face
As a Greek lifeguard carried him from the rubber boat bobbing in the waves
To the rocky shore.
Nikos handed the boy to a volunteer from Norway,
Who carried the boy up the beach to a doctor from Vermont,
Who treated him for hypothermia.
But we did not save the child who was sleeping in her bed
When a fighter jet bombed her apartment building,
Which collapsed into rubble and dust.
We saved the child who might become, one day,
A doctor, a journalist, an engineer.
But we did not save the child who might have become, one day,
A teacher, an architect, a concert pianist.
For how many years, for how many centuries,
Have we squandered human talent, human genius,
So that human bestiality can flourish in the wreckage?
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Don’t You See?
Don’t you see? You are killing off all of your best people.
The little girl who was trampled at night in the sinking rubber boat by adults
desperate to jump into the sea and then wade the last five meters to the rocky shore
of a Greek island: this trampled child was one of your best.
She was still alive when a rescuer from Barcelona picked her up from the
cold water in the bottom of the boat . . . and handed her over the punctured gunnel
to a rescuer from Greece, who waded with her in his arms to shore. But there was
no ambulance. The child had been crushed inside her chest by the trampling feet.
Her mother, who had lost her in the panic, shrieked when she found her limp child
lying on a blanket on the beach.
The mother held her daughter as the girl gasped for air . . . and turned slowly
blue and without ever opening her eyes, died.
This girl, this child, had been taking piano lessons in Aleppo, Syria, until the
war started.
No one on the rocky beach knew—except for her mother—that the girl’s
fingers, racing so gracefully over the keys, had been filled with a lifetime of magic.
The teenage girl from Palestine who was shot by a settler at a border crossing,
because she protested too loudly at the daily abuse: she was one of your best. Her
blood, seeping from a bullet wound in her throat, might have been stanched with a
hand pressing a bandage, but no Palestinian hand was allowed to touch her. The girl’s
blood, so red in the midday sun, trickled a short distance and then vanished into the
ancient earth.
This teenage girl had already mended, with her clever hands, the broken wing
of a sparrow. She had set the wing properly, applied a bandage, then soothed and
calmed the bird with her gentle song. Her great reward was to watch the bird,
unbandaged after a month of healing, fly from her hand up into the blue Palestinian
sky.
Yes, this teenage girl would have become a gifted surgeon.
And the boy who lived in a mountain village where some warrior hid overnight
in the hut of a goat farmer: yes, that boy was one of your best. He had a vision,
already at such a young age, of harnessing the energy from the sun to power his
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village, his village so dark every night. He wanted to bring light into his black village,
so that he and his friends could study every evening. So that his mother could have a
real stove, a real light, a real life.
Yes, he was one of your best, until a drone found the warrior hiding in the hut
of a goat farmer, and someone on the other side of the world pushed a button, and the
drone fired a missile which killed the warrior and a dozen other people in the village.
Including the boy with his vision of working with the sun.
Don’t you see? The old fat ones get to live almost forever, while the young
delicate ones—with gifts from the Creator in their hearts, in their minds, in their
fingertips—are thrown away every day like rubbish.
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The Children of War
Syria, you shall be a Great Voice, guiding with your wisdom, as we make
our way through the precarious 21st century.
Your refugee children, as they grow up, will speak in many nations. They will
never forget the war, the terror, the grief, as they speak. They will never forget their
absolute demand for peace—a strong and lasting peace, built by the children of war,
built by the Architects of Peace—as they speak to the people of many nations.
The children of Afghanistan, the children of Iraq, the children of Kurdistan,
the Yazidi children, the children of Sudan, the children of Ethiopia, the children of
Yemen: they bring a great gift.
The young refugees who are now camped in a mud hole beside a closed
border . . . will one day write books, telling their story. They will one day become
international human rights lawyers. They will one day become entrepreneurs
designing new forms of clean energy. They will one day make films about their
journey, and about their dreams.
One of them will one day write a symphony, which will thunder from the
stages of Berlin and New York and Moscow and Beijing, telling the story of a
people who have come to guide us all . . . on our epic human journey toward a far
better world.
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People with Determination
You see, the Renaissance of the 21st Century is going to be built
By people with determination.
The kids of the world are weaving together.
More than ever before in human history,
Kids who have lived through repeated bombings of their city,
Kids who have seen their cousins ripped to shreds by shrapnel,
Kids who have heard screams from inside the rubble of collapsed buildings,
Kids who reached out to the world with their YouTubes from the war zone,
Kids who know the cold rain and worsening mud of a refugee camp,
Kids who have seen their parents struggle while trapped
In somebody else’s war,
Yes, these kids of the world are weaving together.
These kids are going to break out of the shackles of the 20th century.
They are going to leave behind the stupidity and the insanity of war.
They are going to insist that oil, one of the great causes of war,
Be left buried deep in the Earth.
The Renaissance will be powered by the beneficent sun, by the ubiquitous wind.
Those kids—those great kids—are going to scrape the Old Shit
From the soles of their shoes.
They are going to spread their wings in a new and powerful way.
When the last gun has been silenced, and the last warplane grounded,
When the children no longer scream in the night, in the chaos, in the flames,
When their mother can raise her children within the shelter
Of a strong and lasting peace,
A peace built by those kids, those great kids, Architects of Peace,
Then will the Renaissance begin to show us a multitude of opportunities,
Then will the Renaissance nurture our awakening talents,
Then will the Renaissance show us what we could become.
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The kids dashing for safety in the rubble today,
While warplanes roar overhead,
And dust fills every breath,
Are going to become a generation of people with great determination.

The writing on the globe says “Not for sale”.
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The Reckoning
You see, a world in which people are tortured to death in prisons,
Or just left to rot until they die,
While at the same time other people watch the World Cup,
Or doodle with their telephones,
Or fly off to yet another sunny vacation,
Is not a stable world.
A world in which California is burning, Sweden is burning, Greece is burning,
Russia is burning, Brazil is burning, Indonesia is burning, the Arctic is burning,
While we shift so incrementally slowly from our traffic jams and water ski boats,
Is not a stable world.
A world in which the capricious madness in the White House could even happen,
While Lady Liberty holds up her feeble, dwindling torch,
Is not a stable world.
If we did not learn from the trenches and poison gas of World War One,
If we did not learn from the gas chambers and mushroom clouds of World War Two,
Then this is not a stable world.
If we turn our backs on captive women who are raped for years,
If we turn our backs on indigenous leaders who are assassinated by corporate thugs,
If we turn our backs on children murdered in their schools,
If we prefer instead to stare at Netflix,
Then this is not a stable world.
Suddenly, the day comes when the bad news is not on the television,
But crashing through your roof.
Who would ever have guessed that you would end up as an artillery target?
Who would ever have guessed that now it’s your forest that is burning?
What a surprise, that the assassins are knocking on your door.
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Did you really think that all that evil, so long ignored,
Would tiptoe politely past your snug little home on Maple Street?
Once you have graced the world with your final human scream,
The bacteria will tidy up the mess,
And a most wonderful peace shall settle upon the meadows of springtime,
Where the cool rains nourish the land
With tears of joy.
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Lesvos: This is just the Beginning
My heart is filled with an enormous sadness.
We are about to be devoured by the twin monsters
Of planetary warming and endless wars.
We ourselves knowingly created these monsters,
Who come not one at a time, but as evil twins.
Yet most of us will not bother to notice them
Until the farms are parched,
The fires are raging,
The ice has vanished,
The oceans are barren,
The storms are rampaging,
And plagues prowl ever northward.
The first refugees, arriving in their crowded rubber boats
In numbers small enough that we could house most of them in tents,
Were surprisingly peaceful.
They carried no guns, meant us no harm.
They merely sought refuge for their exhausted families.
The next wave of refugees will not camp quietly beside closed borders.
They will come with guns,
Not by the thousands, seeking a safe home,
But by the millions, seeking to survive.
The refugees who have landed on Lesvos
Are just the beginning.
When St. Petersburg and Murmansk and Arkhangelsk, parched by drought,
Have no more food,
Will the Russians look to the burning forests east of them?
Will they look to the thawing tundra east of them,
Where methane gas fills the air with its horrid stink?
Or will the Russian horde look west to the lakes and farms and sea coast
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Of Scandinavia?
Will Kirkenes, a little town at the top of Norway,
Send an email to Oslo, asking what to do?
Blythe and oblivious, we watch our little screens, tap our fingers,
Exercise our thumbs,
While a century of unprecedented catastrophe
Readies its fist to pound on our doors.
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A Friend Writes
A friend writes, “With so much tragedy in the world, how are you, John??”
John writes back, “At the black, ragged edge. Every train that pulls into the
Ås station . . . I think of stepping in front of it.
“At Sognsvann, the lake I love so much . . . I think of lying in the snow beside
a stream deep in the forest, dipping a cup into the water, then swallowing a bottle of
sleeping pills. I would listen to the gurgling of the stream while I fall asleep. Maybe
by spring, someone will find me.”
“Or I might somehow make my way up to the Arctic ice cap, the curved
sheet of ice capping the planet that I write about so much. Yes, I could lie down
on that eggshell of ice . . . as it shrinks, as it becomes thinner and more fragile. Up
there on that vanishing vestige of a once healthy Earth, I would dip my cup into a
pool of melt-water, and then swallow a bottle of sleeping pills. I would lie down,
maybe beneath the rippling green and pink ribbons of the northern lights. Maybe
beneath the golden-red glow of the midnight sun. Deep sleep . . . then gradual
hypothermia, until I am dead.
“Eventually, a polar bear would find me. In the place of the diminishing
number of seals, I would make a fine dinner for herself and her cubs. Nice. I
would join my fellow creatures on planet Earth, before the final melting, the final
starvation. The final collapse of life.”
“Or I might head south to Syria, and there make my way through the rubble and
the bombs to a hospital, one of the few still standing, where I would step over the
injured laid out on the bloody floor—the beds are full—until I found the maternity
ward.
“Yes, the maternity ward. Where women—extraordinary creatures able to
bring new life into the world—scream with the pains of their contractions because
there is no more pain medication in this particular maternity ward. And where new
life, after developing for nine miraculous months in preparation for the moment of
birth, awaits head-down in the uterus for the cervix to fully open.
“First the head, then a shoulder, then with a twist, the second shoulder, and then
in the gentle hands of a doctor, the full body of a newborn child . . . enters the world.
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“Yes, here in the maternity ward—which is just as much a target as everywhere
else in this war zone—let me live or die with brave women who never asked to endure
in the midst of someone’s fucking war.”
You write to me, “How are you, John?”
Let me just say that the Creator is looking over my shoulder, and She is weeping
tears of outrage.
“This shit,” I hear her say, “this shit is not going to last much longer.”

Refugee boat on rocks,
Lesvos Island, Greece
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It’s Your Turn Now
Luke 2:19
“But Mary treasured up all these things
And pondered them in her heart.”
All right, Mary, you’ve pondered long enough.
For two thousand years, the boys have had every possible opportunity,
And they’re still fighting their wars.
It’s your turn now.
The men are still tossing pennies to the poor.
It’s your turn now.
The men have cut down most of the olive trees,
And have poisoned most of the wells.
Now it’s your turn.
We do not need another sacrificial victim.
We need mother teaching daughter.
For centuries, mothers have sent their sons off to war.
Now it’s time for mothers to send their daughters off
To build a lasting peace.
I’m sorry, Mary, but
It’s your turn . . . now.
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Sunday Morning
A little boy from Syria washes up on a beach.
The world stares at a picture of this young, well-dressed corpse,
Face-down on the wet sand.
A thin polar bear washes up on a beach.
It has starved to death because the ice where it used to live has melted.
A few people notice the picture on Facebook.
When things are so profoundly wrong,
When generation after generation goes to war,
When the world is so polluted that the planet itself is sickened,
Then we might spend a Sunday morning asking ourselves,
How much longer do we let all this devastation continue?
If we already know, as we do, about the causes of climate change,
And if we already know, as we do,
About the growing multitude of benefits from clean energy,
Then shouldn’t we study those causes and those benefits in school,
Where young people are preparing themselves
To live on planet Earth for the next half-century?
Shouldn’t we study—with full, serious courses
In every grade school, every high school, every trade school,
Every college and university around the world—
The Big Questions?
What is the melting of the Arctic ice cap going to mean to our grandchildren?
Can the sun and the wind really power the peoples of planet Earth?
How might the development of clean energy create more jobs, more careers,
And thus growing prosperity on a global level?
How might that sturdy prosperity create greater equality,
And thus stronger democracies, in countries around the world?
How might that shared clean energy, and the new schools and new medical clinics,
And the international networks of clean transportation,
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Create a growing foundation for peace?
For peace.
If wars have a cause, or a number of causes, as they probably do,
Then shouldn’t we study those causes in school,
Where young people are preparing themselves
To live as adults for the next half-century?
Shouldn’t we study—with full, serious courses
In every grade school, every high school, every trade school,
Every college and university around the world—
The role of Profit as a cause of war?
The role of Religion as a cause of war.
The role of Overpopulation, of Drought, of Ancient Grievances,
As causes of war.
Because once we understand the causes,
Then we can begin to design the solutions to these eternal problems.
Shouldn’t we study subjects that give us a sense of purpose?
Before civilization itself washes up on a beach.
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The Final Page
Each war becomes a ledger of evil,
And so are compiled the tomes which ever invite a further writing.
But the warrior who another martial page would scribe with scarlet ink,
Shall pen no word so precious, nor so renowned,
As the statesman who with his signature
Agrees to a treaty of peace,
Thus ending the bloody book that began
When man first honed his sword against another man.
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III

A Sphere of Compacted Dust
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“Fisker du?”
You ask me if I go fishing.
An ocean wraps around the earth, so full of life
That we forget how long life waited
For the ocean to be ready.
Currents churned by the spinning planet;
Tides pulled by the circling moon;
An equatorial current warmed by the blazing sun:
These contingencies were required before the magic could begin.
Of course, three heavenly bodies (planet, moon, and sun)
Working in conjunction with a cloak of rare water
Were still far from enough.
An orb wrapped with water was less, far less,
Than an orb wrapped with life.
Somehow, the world went fishing,
And did better than any fisherman I’ve ever known.
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Back to the Original Dream.
All this sadness and sorrow. He never intended it.
He had given them so much: a vast web of life
That flourished beneath a daily dose of sun, a weekly dose of rain,
All within a blanket of crystalline air.
He thus bestowed upon these unprecedented creatures
A yearly blossoming, a yearly ripening, a yearly harvest.
He never for a moment thought that they would invent
An utterly unnecessary catastrophe called war.
Nor could he have imagined, witnessing the dull-eyed corpses
And the writhing, screaming wounded left on their first battlefield,
That they would continue to pursue this catastrophe
Through century after century.
He had created life, the ultimate perfection of molecular order,
And they had created suffering and death, the ultimate insanity.
When, after thousands of years, they still had not learned,
He brought a sudden end to their madness.
For they now threatened the very Earth itself with their billowing filth,
As if seeking every possible way to die.
He let them wrap their blanket of filth around his cradle of life,
Until within that blanket they sweltered.
Yea, these hideous creatures shall spin upon their sickened orb,
Until Earth in her fever has cleansed herself.
When, eons later, the sun once again shone through crystalline air
Upon a place so perfect, so healthy, so well watered
By streams flowing down from snow on the mountains,
That the land turned green, and the great seas flourished,
And the skies were once more filled with birds that delighted his eyes.
And lo, with a great laugh, he brought flowers leaping up from a meadow.
No more madness. That had not been the purpose of life.
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Psalm 23
All right, then. They do not see what they have.
They do not cherish what they have.
Perhaps they will notice what they suddenly do not have.
I approach the clamor—the unprecedented noise—on that tiny orb
Circling a stable star in the vast emptiness of my universe.
In the early days, I could hear birds singing
As the sun brought its first light to the lush green forest.
I could hear the mighty breaths of whales as they rested at the surface
Of the glittering sea, before they dove into the cold dark depths.
I could hear the rumbling thunder of hooves as a vast herd of buffalo
Flowed with grace across the rolling prairie.
And it was good.
But now, I hear the sound of guns. Never did I create guns.
I hear the blast of barrel bombs. Never did I create barrel bombs.
I hear the screaming roar of jets flying low over a city.
I hear the wail of a mother who holds her little girl, bleeding and limp in her arms.
I hear the silence of that child.
I hear not with my ears, but with my heart, the silence of that child.
And it is not good.
“The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.”
What shepherd can I be, when the sheep have become wolves?
“He maketh me to lie down in green pastures:
He leadeth me beside the still waters.”
But they have poisoned their green pastures,
And they have plundered the still waters,
Until the very Earth itself is sick with a fever.
“Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,
I will fear no evil:
For thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.”
Wherefore should I offer my comfort,
When they themselves have created this valley of death?
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“My cup runneth over.”
With blood. With blood.
“Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life:
And I will dwell in the house of the Lord forever.”
Surely?
They themselves have turned this house into wreckage.
They themselves have spurned goodness and mercy.
Shall this once blessed home not become their graveyard?
Life, ‘tis a dream seeded in the Earth.
Then I shall dream anew,
And so shall the birds once again delight my ears with their singing.
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A Few Final Words
I want to stand on a mountain, up there where Moses stood,
So that I can talk with the Creator, who tried to teach us,
“Thou shalt not kill.”
I want to tell Him that now we are killing not only each other,
But life itself on His fruitful and fragile planet.
All the magnificent creatures which He created during the days of Genesis:
We are killing them.
Maybe He will strike me with a bolt of lightning.
Maybe He will strike us all with bolts of fiery outrage.
But then . . .
Yes, then He can give His blessing to the whales and the polar bears
And the tuna and the turtles in the dying sea.
And He can give His blessing to the birds and the butterflies and the bees
Which hover on the brink.
He can give His blessing to the elephants whom He always loved,
And to the buffalo whom He almost lost.
He can give His blessing to the great forests, before they are gone.
He can give His blessing to the coral lagoons, before they are white and dead.
I want to stand on a mountain, up there where Moses stood,
To tell the Creator that we need two more commandments:
“Thou shalt not plunder.”
And,
“Thou shalt honor thy mother and thy father, from whom you were born,
And thou shalt honor life itself, which sustains you through all the years
That you walk upon this Earth.”
Not that we would have listened.
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Gifts I Have Given
I could have stopped with a sphere of compacted dust.
I could have stopped with barren rock surrounded by barren sea.
I could have put that sphere a bit closer to the star, so that the sea
Boiled until it vanished.
I could have put that sphere a bit further away from the star, so that the sea
Became an eternal block of ice.
Yes, the orbit of that sphere was my first work of perfection.
And of course, I did not need to bother with a moon.
That entirely superfluous ornament might well have been added
To the moons of Jupiter.
A bauble, waxing and waning, from slender crescent . . . to half-circle . . .
To gently radiant orb: to what purpose?
Aaaahhhh, so that by pulling the sea, the sea could breathe.
The tide flows in, the tide flows out, cleansing, nurturing:
The first steady heartbeat.
I could have stopped with unprecedented complexity of one-celled bits of green
Protoplasm able to turn sunlight into sugar.
Wasn’t that miracle enough?
I could have stopped with the lacy frond of a fern, able to scatter spores—
Microcosms of information in a tiny black speck—onto the fertile ground.
I could have stopped—I could have called it quits—with the invention of clams.
I could have stopped with the ingenuity of a feather.
I could have stopped with a brain clever enough to hunt, passionate enough to mate,
And lazy enough to drowse in the African sun.
But teeth and claws were not my ultimate goal.
I still had, in my apron pocket, Friendship, and Compassion, and Love.
What was I to do with Music, as unnecessary as the moon?
And Mathematics, the key with which to unlock so many of my mysteries.
Might not some creature want to say to his companions, “Let me tell you a Story.”
And so I took a great risk, and made a brain perhaps too clever.
I made a hand perhaps too dexterous.
For the hand picked up a club, a sword, a rifle,
And the brain forgot friendship, forgot compassion, forgot love,
And remembered rather the ways of snakes.
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Oh, so many gifts I gave them, hoping they might become, and become,
And become far more than what they had been.
As I set no limits on my own creation, so I set no limits on theirs.
From a song at dusk to a symphony,
From notches in a slab of clay to a book with chapters,
From plucking berries to harvesting a field of golden grain,
They were invited to outgrow themselves, generation after generation.
Beyond the mere tussle of mating, I gave them the magic of falling in love.
Beyond howls in the night, I gave them a soul, and then gave their souls a hunger
For worship, in a shrine or a mosque or a church or a synagogue
Of their own choosing.
Beyond sudden and empty death, I gave them a reverence for ancestors,
And a belief in eternity which gives them peace.
Such simple things as air to breathe, water to drink, and a firm earth to stand on,
Are gifts quickly forgotten, until I take away any one of them.
Shall I take away as well the gift of courage, the gift of hope?
What practical necessity required that I bestowed upon them eyes that savored
Beauty in a mountain, in a rose, in a woman’s face?
Wherefore the gift of memory?
Might not a mother’s voice, a boyhood prank, just disappear?
Wherefore shall they fill a room with laughter? Wherefore shall they
Raise their voices and sing? Are these not gifts utterly superfluous?
Gifts quickly forgotten, are soon remembered when snatched away.
Let them wander a poisoned Earth when they have little left but the moon.
I do not wish it; they wish it upon themselves.
Then, perhaps, those who survive the centuries of hunger and strife
Will savor anew the gifts of Friendship and Compassion and Love.
Perhaps, they will thank the sun and thank the wind, and dip their cups
That they might taste the salty waters of a sacred sea.
Perhaps they will become creatures no longer apart from Creation.
If so, then shall we continue our journey together
Toward what they Might Become,
Were they to bestow their gifts among each other,
On what could have been merely a sphere of compacted dust.
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IV

What Do I Do With All This Love?
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What Do I Do With All This Love?
What do I do with all this love that keeps aching in my heart,
Wanting to be given, so that someone else can feast on this enormous gift?
What do I do with this long conversation that no one will listen to,
No one will respond to,
Because they don’t really know, what is this thing, a long conversation?
What do I do with the slowly growing grief,
Which began as a quiet sadness,
Then grew to an increasingly desperate loneliness,
And now, watching the Earth die, calls out with a silent scream?
What do I do with all this love, as the coal trains still rumble
Along the tracks toward a power plant,
While we Earthlings still stick a heroin needle into our veins?
What do I do with all this love, as the Oil Boys still plan their moves
On the giant chess board for the next twenty, thirty, forty years,
Sacrificing pawns and rooks and even knights
So that the queen can pocket her profits?
What do I do with all this love, when Spring returns to try once more
To give us her sunshine and warmth, her jubilant yellow flowers,
Her birdsong at dawn and her crescent moon at dusk,
While we exercise our thumbs on the tiny keys
To check the weather in Thailand before tomorrow’s fifteen-hour flight?
What do I do with all this love?
I remember reading a poem when I was so young and eager in high school:
“The world was made for love,
And if ye love it not,
So much the less ye liveth.”
What do I do with all this love for the geese honking high overhead,
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As they in their slightly ragged V flap north across the pale blue sky
On their way to lakes in a forest that burned to black stumps
During the wildfires last summer?
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Too much love
You see, it comes from having too much love in my heart.
When I was a teenager, I would climb up in an oak tree,
One of the few still standing in a small woods near my home on Oak Knoll Drive;
Yes, I would climb right up to the very top of that tree,
Until, up in the crown—leafy green in summer, bare branches in winter—
I was as immersed in Nature as I could be on the flat plains of Illinois.
The Illinois state bird is the cardinal, a bright red bird (the male)
Which has at least six distinct calls, some single tones, some rippling warbles.
Always a good whistler, I mastered all six calls,
So that if I heard a cardinal singing somewhere in the woods,
I would whistle back, accurately enough, vibrantly enough,
That eventually the cardinal, flitting from tree to tree, coming ever closer,
Would perch in my tree, on one of the outer branches of the crown,
Calling back and forth with me like two old friends.
I once made the mistake, years later, of going back to my teenage home in Illinois.
The oak trees were gone, replaced by a sprawling housing development
Of wall-to-wall McMansions, giant houses proclaiming “Success!”
*****
Every summer when I was a kid—starting at the age of one year old—
The family spent a two-week vacation in Upstate New York,
Where my mother’s parents had built a cabin (with an outhouse) on a small lake
In the Adirondack Park, a huge rolling semi-wilderness forest
Where a boy growing up could climb the towering maple trees,
And learn to swim from the dock.
At the age of ten, I bought a mask and snorkel, and a pair of flippers—
My boyhood hero was Jacques Cousteau, the great French oceanographer—
So that I could explore the extraordinary underwater world in that little lake.
I snorkeled through patches of lily pads, peering down at multitudes of fish,
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Fish which I later identified by looking through my Little Golden Book of Pond Life.
Schools of golden shiners—minnows about four inches long which swam together—
Caught the glint of the sun and flashed like a hundred jewels in the amber water.
Green salamanders with red spots floated weightlessly in the water,
Until, as I approached, they skittered away with their wriggling tails.
When I dove down to the bottom, I could find crayfish under waterlogged branches;
Sometimes a female had eggs under her tail.
Painted turtles paddled past with a bright red spot on their neck.
If I swam along the edge of the floating bogs,
I could peer into the gloom beneath them at the ghostly fingers of fresh water sponges.
And every once in a while, lurking in the shade beneath the edge of the bog,
I would spot a large bass, more than a foot long, hovering,
Waiting perhaps for a frog to hop from the bog into the lake.
Yes, my heart was filling up with love, without my even knowing it.

Splash!
from a beaver slapping his tail
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I learned from reading my ever-growing library of books
That Little Long Lake, fed by the cold clean water of springs seeping from the bottom,
Had originally been a trout lake.
Trout rise to the surface to eat mayflies and other insects.
They do not bother the tadpoles or frogs, they do not bother the golden shiners.
But, as I also read, someone years ago had stocked the lake with bass,
Which eat everything with their large mouths and voracious appetites.
I snorkeled in Little Long Lake every summer for over half a century,
Watching life diminish little by little as acid precipitation poisoned the water,
Especially in the spring when the acidic snow melted,
Releasing an entire winter’s accumulation of sulfuric and nitric acids into the lake.
This spike in acidity occurred exactly when a multitude of creatures in the lake
Were laying their eggs, and when the eggs were hatching,
And when tiny newborn creatures were struggling to survive.
I visited the bookstores in the Adirondack Park and discovered
That not a single one carried a book about Acid Precipitation. Zero.
So I did my own research, reading articles from the United States, Scandinavia,
Canada, and even Russia,
Then I wrote a short paperback book, Acid Rain, Acid Snow,
With a clear and readable text filled with up-to-date information,
Augmented with photographs which I took myself in the Adirondack Park.
I tried to find bookstores which would stock the book,
Tried to get someone at the magazine Adirondack Life to review the book,
Tried to speak in Adirondack communities about acid rain,
And eventually realized that even my neighbors on Little Long Lake,
Which included a sizable number of family,
Didn’t give a shit.
I was called “Mister Gloom and Doom”.
Folks went out of their way to go roaring past my dock with their water ski boats.
*****
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And then, about twenty years ago, the fishermen on the lake decided
That they would begin an intensive stocking program:
They wanted to create their own bass fishing paradise on Little Long Lake.
Somehow, they got permission for the New York State Department of Conservation
To stock the lake with young large-mouth bass.
The fishermen began visiting cabin after cabin along the shore of the lake,
Talking up the stocking program and asking for contributions.
They raised enough money to stock the lake every other summer
With hundreds of young bass, six inches (10 centimeters) long,
Released in dozens of spots around the lake . . . for over a decade.
These young bass were large enough to eat everything in the lake, everything,
Except the snapping turtles and the beavers.
And the clams buried in the bottom.
As I snorkeled each summer, I watched life rapidly vanish from the lake.
The golden shiners and red dace minnows: gone.
Three species of frogs and their tadpoles: gone.
Crayfish: gone. Snails: gone.
Salamanders: a dwindling few remained.
Bullheads: gone.
Bluegills and perch: much reduced.
Summer after summer, newly hatched loon chicks suddenly disappeared
As they swam near their parents: they were snatched from below by an adult bass.
Recently, I snorkeled for a full hour and spotted only four small perch.
Otherwise the lake, which had once flourished with life, was absolutely barren.
Every Fourth of July weekend, the Campers gather on a Saturday morning
For doughnuts and coffee, and a discussion of various topics on Little Long Lake.
Summer after summer, I tried to talk to my neighbors about the stocking program:
It was devastating the lake. We needed to STOP stocking the lake with bass.
And every summer, a hundred people would sit in their folding chairs and
Stare at me.
Never any support, and rarely even a rebuttal.
They would just stare at me, Mister Gloom and Doom, the Tree Hugger.
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Then they would move on to the next point of business: the party barge parade.
After several years of my fruitless efforts,
The phone rang . . . on the evening before an annual meeting.
My phone was an old-timer, with a rotary dial and a good speaker in the ear-piece.
I picked up the receiver and said, “Hello?”
A male voice roared at me with outrage, “If you keep me from fishing
In Little Long Lake, I’ll start shooting through your fucking windows.”
Then he slammed down his phone. Bam!
I did not attend the meeting the next day. I have not attended a single meeting since.
Not long after, I sold my beautiful home on Little Long Lake, and moved to Norway.
Very hard to watch a lake that you love so much . . .
Turn into a graveyard.
*****
Actually, I was returning to Norway, my adopted country, my adopted home.
I had already been a teacher in Norway for ten years—ten magnificent years—
At three colleges above the Arctic Circle, including the great Sami College
In the heart of the vast rolling tundra, where we skied beneath the northern lights.
The Sami are the reindeer people who have lived on the tundra for thousands of years.
As I taught my vibrant Sami students how to read, write and speak in English,
They taught me about the threat of climate change to their reindeer and their culture.
I had also lived with the fishermen in the small village of Henningsvær,
Built on a cluster of islands in the Lofoten, a long arm of islands
Reaching from Norway’s coast out into the Norwegian Sea.
The fishermen taught me about the threat of climate change to their codfish,
Which migrated all the way from the Barents Sea north of Russia
To Norwegian waters near the Lofoten every spring to spawn.
If the fishermen lose the codfish, they also lose their culture.
You see, when you live above the Arctic Circle, as I did for ten years,
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The Arctic ice cap is your neighbor.
And if you know that every summer, the ice is melting more and more,
Becoming not only smaller in surface area, but thinner as well—
It was only a few meters thick to begin with, like an egg shell capping the planet—
Then you know—in your heart, in your bones—that right nearby,
Something is happening which is going to change the planet forever.

The Arctic ice cap has reflected sunlight from the crown of the Earth every summer
For the past three millions years.
And now that sunlight, more and more every summer,
Is absorbed by the increasing amounts of open water surrounding the ice.
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The Arctic Ocean is becoming warmer and warmer.
The winds blowing over the ocean are becoming warmer and warmer.
The winds blow over the land that surrounds the Arctic Ocean,
Warming northern Russia, Alaska, Canada, and Scandinavia.
The warming tundra thaws the permafrost beneath the surface;
The ancient ice melts, releasing planetary amounts of carbon dioxide and methane.
The methane will wrap a blanket around the planet,
A blanket 80 times thicker than the carbon dioxide blanket,
So that the planet warms more and more quickly.
The oceans absorb this growing heat,
And thus the Arctic Ocean continues to melt the Arctic ice cap from underneath,
And the ice cap continues to shrink, more and more quickly.
That’s where we are now.
On the brink of the biggest fucking tipping point in human history.
And now, the government of Norway, in collusion with the state-owned oil company,
Is planning, along with a half-dozen other nations, to drill for oil in the Arctic.
It’s so simple, don’t you see:
As the ice cap melts, revealing more and more open water,
We can all send our ships north to explore for oil, to drill for oil, to pump up the oil,
And to transport the Black Gold to the home countries, where it will be refined
And sold on the world market.
“Don’t worry, we won’t spill any oil in the Arctic. We’re very careful,
And we have an excellent record.”
End of discussion.
The oil companies never mention that of course we are going to burn all that oil,
And thus create decades more of devastating pollution,
Wrapped like a black shroud of death around Mother Earth.
But that’s not all.
How do we search for oil?
Be sending enormously loud sound waves—
Blasted from “sonic cannons” towed behind ships—
Down to the bottom of the ocean,
And then recording graphically the echo that bounces back.
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That graph will indicate whether and where oil might exist in the terrain
Beneath the bottom of the sea.
What are the side effects of these unrelenting blasts of noise? For the whales,
dolphins, seals, walruses, and other mammals sensitive to underwater sound, the noise
is devastating. Imagine if I tossed a grenade into your living room every ten seconds,
for weeks. Maybe you might become a little rattled?
The shock waves of sound also devastate fish populations, and even plankton
populations which are the foundation of the marine food chain. If you do not believe
me, you have not done your homework.
Secondly, these blasts of noise will bounce up from the ocean bottom toward
the underside of the Arctic ice cap, jolting it again and again. Will the thin sheet of
ice, only a few meters thick, crack with tiny fissures as it is battered by these sound
waves? Probably. Water from the warming ocean will seep up into the cracks,
hastening the melting of the ice from within.
Vessels searching for oil, vessels building oil platforms, vessels transporting
workers, vessels transporting oil, will be accompanied—as they have always been
accompanied around the world for the past century—by military ships protecting the
“national interests” of the half-dozen home countries. Some of the military ships will
be surface ships, including aircraft carriers with fleets of planes, while others will be
submarines hidden beneath the surface. These ships will of course be armed with both
“conventional” weapons and nuclear weapons.
Surely, with all of these ships sailing within their national zones in the Arctic
Ocean, ice-breakers will begin to cut channels through the ice cap, shortening routes,
and opening up new routes for exploration. With a half-dozen nations cutting the ice
cap into pieces, and with submarines surfacing through the ice, and with sonic blasts
shattering the ice from below, the Arctic ice cap could easily break apart into
wandering shards within a decade.
As the ice cap disintegrates at an accelerating pace because of human activity,
more and more open water will be exposed to the warming sunlight. The warming
water heats the winds which blow over the ocean, warming them. These winds blow
over the land that wraps around the Arctic Ocean, warming the tundra and thus
thawing the permafrost. The sheet of underground ice which has been there since the
beginning of the last ice age, eons ago, now disintegrates, releasing enormous
amounts of carbon dioxide and methane. The methane wraps a thick blanket around
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planet Earth, retaining far more heat than the carbon dioxide blanket. The rate of
planetary warming accelerates.
Because of human activity in the Arctic, all of this could easily happen within
the next twenty years. Or ten.
Other tipping points around the planet now tumble like dominoes.
As the Arctic ice cap diminishes in size—it is already half gone—more and
more open water caps the top of the planet. Hurricanes are born at sea, fueled by heat
in the water. The warming Arctic Ocean might not contain enough heat to create a
hurricane, but it certainly could create entirely unprecedented storms at the top of our
planet. Imagine fleets of oil ships and military ships sailing within their national
zones in the Arctic Ocean, when, in the darkness of January, a monster storm—an
Arctic typhoon—rips through these ships and tosses them about with giant waves and
howling winds. The nice, tidy international zones become meaningless. Suddenly
American warships with nuclear missiles are washed into Russian waters. A Russian
destroyer armed with batteries of nuclear missiles crashes into the rocky coast just east
of Hammerfest. Chinese planes from an aircraft carrier, on a patrolling mission when
the storm hit, seek someplace to land on the northern coast of Russia . . . near the
Russian submarine port of Severodvinsk. Just next door to Arkhangelsk.
A Russian defense battery shoots down the Chinese planes. The Chinese are
furious.
Moscow orders Oslo to stay away from the wrecked destroyer and its missiles.
But Russian sailors are drowning in the sea. Norway offers to rescue them. Silence
from Moscow.
An American warship collides with a Russian ship in Russian waters.
And over a hundred oil rigs, belonging to a half-dozen countries, are now
spewing massive amounts of oil onto the churning sea.
Is this what we want for our grandchildren?
In the chaos of the raging storm, someone on an unidentified vessel near the
naval port of Murmansk (no one is sure who it was) fires a small nuclear missile into
the city, killing over a million people, and sending a plume of radiation south toward
Europe on the winds of the typhoon.
At the opposite end of Russia, in retaliation, a Russian submarine fires a nuclear
missile at Anchorage, Alaska.
The American fleet in the Mediterranean is put on high alert.
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NATO jets from Air Wing 134 scramble from Stavanger-Sola and soon detect a
Russian submarine near the mouth of the Oslo Fjord.
Over seven billion people around the world are now wondering if they will
survive until tomorrow.
All of this, because of the unrelenting human pursuit of profits from oil, could
easily happen within the next twenty years. Or ten.
An overheated planet, wrapped with blankets of carbon dioxide and methane,
now becomes wrapped with an additional blanket, of nuclear radiation.
How many centuries will it take . . . before the birds begin to sing again?
*****
Very hard to watch a woods that you love so much . . .
Very hard to watch a lake that you love so much . . .
Very hard to watch a world that you love so much . . .
Turn into a graveyard.
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V

It Doesn’t Have To Be This Way
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Back Then
“Tell me what it was like, back then.”
The woman with a parched face and ancient eyes looked at the girl
Who had known only this altered planet.
“It was a strange time.” The woman shook her head with disbelief.
“We forfeited our covenant.”
“Your covenant? What was that?”
“Our promise to each other.
That we, in return for the life which we had been given,
Would honor and protect and cherish that life,
As the most precious gift in all the universe.”
She spoke with harsh honesty, “We did not honor. We did not protect.
We did not cherish.
We squandered.”
She looked at her granddaughter, whose life she had destroyed.
“In return for sunshine and a cool breeze,
In return for a mother’s lovely face
And a father’s beloved voice,
In return for falling in love, and standing beside your husband
Before the altar of eternal vows,
In return for holding your first child in your arms
And smelling the scent of her skin,
We responded with a glaring lack of appreciation.”
She was silent, until she admitted,
“All these miracles . . .
We thought it would always be so,
And so we squandered them.”
“But tell me, tell me, what it was like, back then.”
“Do you know, I had a teacher once, when I was your age,
Who asked us to write an essay about what we liked about spring.
Now, I could write a long, long essay about what I loved about spring.
But back then, all I could think of was: School will be out soon.
Summer vacation.”
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Unappeased, the girl asked, “What was spring like?”
“Spring—back before all the flowers withered in the drought—was a prayer.
Not from us to the Creator. Oh no, we were too busy for that.
Spring came as a prayer from the Creator to us,
Asking us to see the new beginning,
To see the fresh beauty,
To smell the aroma of wet earth warming in the spring sunshine,
To smell the scent of flowers opening their exquisite petals,
To smell the perfumes of life.”
She paused, remembering.
“Yes, spring came as a prayer, showing us life, life, life,
And asking us to treasure that life.”
She smiled, her ancient eyes peaceful.
“It was such a simple covenant.”
“Will we ever have a spring again?”
“Maybe, in a century or two.
When the methane is gone.
When the oceans are no longer acidic.
When the ice comes back.
And when . . . the Creator thinks us worthy of another prayer.”
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The Parliament of Veterans
They gathered from the hospitals, they gathered from the graveyards,
They gathered from the beds where they tossed and shrieked with nightmares,
They gathered from yesterday’s wars, from World Wars, from Civil Wars,
From ancient wars,
Clad in furs and armor and uniforms and bulletproof vests.
They gathered at Troy, they gathered at Waterloo, they gathered at Verdun,
They gathered at Gettysburg, they gathered at Wounded Knee,
They gathered at Dien Bien Phu, they gathered in Saigon,
They gathered in the harsh mountains, they gathered on plains of endless sand,
They gathered in Baghdad, they gathered at Walter Reed,
So that they could speak, and take a vote.
They understood, each soldier, the words of every speaker, though he spoke
In Greek or Persian or Latin or German or Russian or Chinese or Arabic or English.
They understood as well the anguish in the eyes, the exhaustion in the faces,
The desperate hope in the outstretched hands.
When the last of the soldiers had spoken, with wisdom forged in the fires of war,
A silence descended upon them,
As they stood on a thousand battlefields around the world on Veterans Day.
Until someone asked, “Would you do it again? Would you fight that war again?”
Aye, there were reasons for taking up the spear and the musket and the AK-47:
Defense of the Motherland, of family and church and way of life.
But . . . was bleeding to death in the mud of a battlefield really the best way
To move people forward on their epic journey?
Were the slaughter at Gettysburg, the slaughter at Wounded Knee,
The slaughter at Verdun . . . really the best way
To build a better world for our children?
They took a vote, by a raising of hands:
“Those who believe that war is inevitable,
Those who believe that war is forever a part of the character of man,
Please raise your hands.”
They stood, these multitudes of veterans, with scattered hands raised.
“Those of you who believe that war does not belong in the character of man,
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Those of you who believe that war is something we have been taught,
That war is something that has been forced upon us,
Those of you who believe that war can be cast forever into the receding past,
Please raise your hands.”
As one by one the hands went up, the look in their eyes became
A glint of desperate hope,
A gaze at a vision of what we might become,
An upward glance of gratitude because a prayer had finally been answered.
They raised their hands, their arms clad in furs and armor and uniforms and
Desert camouflage, desert dust,
They raised their hands, filthy, bloodied, bandaged hands,
And looking around, saw that the vote was almost unanimous.

Headstone of mass grave, 1943,
Leningrad, Soviet Union.
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Back to the Original Plan
You see, it doesn’t need to be this way.
No one said that we had to live in a world with nuclear weapons once again
Growling in the background.
No one said that we had to pollute and plunder and poison our beautiful planet
Until, as we watch it slowly die, we are filled with a deep and hideous dread.
Which we ignore, which we ignore.
No one ever said that war after war after war had to be a part of our daily life.
No one ever said that men had to be such brutes,
Whether in the office or on the battlefield.
No one, no one ever said that we have to live with all of this shit, year after year,
Century after century, millennium after millennium, with no change in sight.
For some reason, we were given a sun that comes up every morning.
For some reason, we were given the rain that waters a meadow filled with flowers.
For some reason, we were given the ability to see those flowers, to smell those flowers,
To paint those exquisite flowers,
And even to give a bouquet of flowers from your hand to her hand,
As the best way you know of saying, “I love you.”
For some reason, we were given a voice that can call “Hello!” across the distance,
A voice that can engage with another voice in the weaving of a wonderful discussion,
A voice that can encourage, that can comfort, that can make someone smile,
A voice that can sing with words rising from deep in our hearts.
For some reason—for some absolutely unnecessary reason—we were given the ability
To curl our lips upward with a smile.
Just that, the universal smile,
From San Francisco to Cuba to Arkhangelsk, from Beijing to Rio to Bamako, Mali,
This simple, all embracing gift . . . a smile.
What happened? Why did we sell ourselves so cheap?
Why did we toss it all away?
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If you have studied the laws of physics, you know about gravity.
You know about the speed of light. You know about hot and cold.
About sound . . . and silence.
From the sun warming our faces while we stand on the sturdy Earth,
To the stars that taunt us with their mysteries,
All of it is woven together by the laws of physics.
And yet, not one single law in nature’s lexicon states that we must fight wars.
Not one single law states that a man can legally raise his fist against a woman.
Not one single law compels us to pollute and plunder and poison the one planet
In all the universe which bestows upon us the gift of life.
We are a plague upon ourselves. We are a curse upon ourselves.
Don’t you see? It doesn’t have to be this way.

They died together in 1941.
Leningrad, Soviet Union
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I Want a Purpose
I’m tired of exercising my thumbs.
I want to harness the wind; I want to harness the sun.
I want to look up all day, not down.
I want my face to be a bit sunburned when the five-o’clock whistle blows.
I want a job that requires that I spend my life learning,
Though I was bored to death in high school.
I want to think in terms of jet streams, as their meanderings bring us our weather.
I want to think in terms of ocean currents, snaking like giant rivers around our planet.
I want to think in terms of the next unprecedented century,
The fullness of which I shall not live to see.
But the kids still unborn . . . they will see the next century, and more.
Yes, I want to go back to school, to sit at a desk, to raise my hand with a question.
Somebody told me there’s a drought coming.
Somebody told me there are monster hurricanes coming.
Somebody told me that the wildfires in California and Sweden and Greece and Russia
Will be in my back yard within a decade.
Somebody told me there’s a Renaissance coming.
Somebody told me about a Weaving of Schools around the world,
So that students can share their research and their pictures,
Their music and their poems and their dreams.
Yes, so that a global generation could grow up together, working together
To solve international problems with international solutions.
Someone told me about jobs,
Designing and building and installing and maintaining
A clean energy web around the world.
Somebody told me about jobs,
As we harness the sun, as we harness the wind,
As we harness the ocean currents and the ocean waves.
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Yes, I could use a job,
A job with a purpose.
That would be like getting paid twice.
I’m tired of exercising my thumbs.
I’m tired of being afraid of what’s coming, and doing nothing about it.
I’m tired of being bored, even though boredom is pretty much all I know.
I’m certainly tired of being poor, or almost poor, with nothing steady, nothing steady.
I’m tired of my life being bits and pieces.
I want to wrestle with the wind.
I want to cup a mirror to the sun.
And when I go to bed at night, I want to lay my head not only on the pillow,
But on the planet as well, for whom I worked all day, on whom I shall rest all night.
When I awake to greet the sun at dawn,
And step out the door to a breeze on my face,
I shall savor a powerful purpose . . . a purpose that beckons me.
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Honor the Creator, by honoring the creation.
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